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ABSTRACT 

Fracture analyses of the Palo Duro Basin area, Tex s Panhandle and Eastern New Mexico, 

provide clues to the structural history of the area and elp to determine the occurrence and 

characteristics of the fractures and veins in strata of this region. 

Fractures are associated with folds and faults that ccur along the margins of the basin as 

well as in relatively undeformed strata within the central basin area. Along the Amarillo Uplift 

the strikes of fractures in Permian and Triassic rocks ar different from fracture orientations 

in overlying Tertiary strata. Fracture orientations dete mined by fracture identification logs 

from wells in Deaf Smith and Swisher Counties i dicate similar fracture strikes in 

Pennsylvanian and Permian strata within the basin. Thro ghout the region fractures that strike 

east-west (275°-295°) and northwest-southeast (305°-32 0) are the most common. Zones of 

closely spaced fractures occur in outcropping Permian a d Triassic strata. The width of the 

joint zones may be as great as 40 m and the zones may xtend laterally for distances of up to 

0.75 km or possibly farther. 

Gypsum veins are common in strata that have undergone collapse following salt 

dissolution, whereas halite veins commonly cut salt-beari strata. Even though a subpolygonal 

pattern on bedding planes suggests a synsedimentary or gin for some of the halite veins, a 

variety of cross cutting relationships also indicate postc mpactional origins for many of the 

halite veins. 

INTRODUCTION 

Areas investigated in this study include the Palo D ro Basin and adjacent regions within 

the Texas Panhandle and eastern New Mexico (fig. 1). Th stratigraphic section of this area is 

shown in figure 2. The Palo Duro Basin, an element of the late Paleozoic Ancestral Rocky 
I 

Mountains structural system, is bordered on the north by the Amarillo Uplift, on the south by 

the Matador Arch, and on the west by the Sierra Grande U lift and the Tucumcari Basin. These 
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basement uplifts are fault controlled (Budnik, 1984). T e Palo Duro Basin may have begun to 

form late in the Mississippian Period, and its developm nt continued into the Permian Period 

(Totten, 1956). During basin development, uplifts bound ng the basin were subaerially exposed, 

and coarse arkosic debris was transported into the basin ( utton, 1980). After the Wolfcampian 

Epoch, the basin comprised marginal subtidal and supr tidal marine evaporite environments, 

which existed throughout the rest of the Permian Peri d (Presley, 1981). Middle and Upper 

Permian evaporite deposits are composed of red mudsto e, anhydrite, and bedded halite. The 

Permian section is overlain by rocks of the Triassic ockum Group that were deposited in 

fluvial-deltaic and lacustrine systems (McGowen and ot ers, 1979). Alluvial-fan sediments of 

the Neogene Ogallala Formation overlie the Triassic sedi ents (Seni, 1980). 

Bedded Permian salt deposits of the Palo Duro Basin, Texas Panhandle, are being 

evaluated as potential sites for nuclear waste storage. nderstanding the characteristics and 

densities of fractures in the rocks of the Palo Duro Basi is critical to geologic and hydrQ.logic 

interpretations. Fractures influence the capability of r k to transmit and hold fluids. Fluid 

movement through fractures, and in particular clos ly-spaced fractures, may result in 

dissolution of evaporite strata (Goldstein and Collins, 19 4; Gustavson and others, 1982). The 

purpose of this report is to define the regional fracture atterns of the Palo Duro Basin area, 

compare the fracture patterns of different age strata, a d describe the characteristics of the 

fractures. 

Fractures are any break in a rock due to mechanic failure by stress and include cracks, 

joints, and faults (Bates and Jackson, 1980, p. 244). Ma of the fractures recognized in core 

during this study exhibit mineral fillings and are referred to as veins. Faults, joints, and veins 

have also been studied in outcrop. 

Joints are fractures or partings in a rock that exhibi no displacement (Bates and Jackson, 

1980, p.334). Two styles of joints are systematic joint and nonsystematic joints (Hodgson, 

1961). Systematic joints occur in sets. are subparallel and are 
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commonly orthogonal to the upper and lower surfaces of the rock units in which they are 

present. Nonsystematic joints display no preferred orien ation and commonly truncate against 

systematic joints. 

Previous work on the origin and classification f fractures has determined several 

mechanisms to explain fracturing. Some researchers hav explained fractures in terms of their 

relationship to tectonic deformation and major structur elements (Harris and others, 1960; 

Price, 1966; Stearns and Friedman, 1972; Nelson, 1979). thers have shown that fractures may 

develop independently from tectonic deformation and tha joints may form in sedimentary rocks 

early in their history (Parker, 1942; Hodgson, 1961; Price 966; Cook and Johnson, 1970; Nelson, 

1979). Price (1974) characterized the development f fractures and stress systems in 

undeformed sediments during the accumulation of a sed mentary series, its downwarping and 

subsequent uplift, and accompanying dewatering of the ediments. Fractures can also result 

from unloading due to erosion (Chapman, 1958). 

The study of systematic joints in outcrop with n the Palo Duro Basin region has 

determined (1) the relationship between joint spacing a d bed thickness, (2) the vertical and 

horizontal variability of joint orientations throughout the strata, and (3) the potential influence 

joint spacing might have on dissolution processes. ere outcrops do not exist, fracture 

identification logs (FIL) and core have been used to e uate fracture orientations and the 

diagenetic and structural history of vein bearing strata. 

REGIONAL FRACTURE PA 

Regional fracture trends in the Texas Panhandle ere determined by measuring joint 

strikes in outcrop and fracture orientations from fractur identification logs (FIL). Data for 

each one degree by one degree quadrant in the area has een plotted together. qutcrops are 

sparse in the Texas Panhandle; thus, there is a wide range in the number of measurements that 

were determined for the quadrants. The regional fractu trends are shown in figures 3a and 
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3c. Orientations that are statistically significant at a 95 percent confidence interval were 

determined using the chi-squared (X2) test of significanc (figs. 3b and 3d). Methods for using 

this statistical test have been described by Dix and Jacks n (1981). 

A group of east-west oriented fractures with a me n azimuth range of 275 0 -295 0 occurs 

throughout the study area (figs. 3a and 3c) in both Per ian and Triassic strata. Within the 

Permian strata, this set is statistically significant at a 5 percent confidence level in all but 

one quadrant (fig. 3b). Two northwest trending fracture oups also occur in the Permian rocks 

(fig. 3a). Their mean azimuth ranges are 305 0 -315 0 a d 335 0 -350 0 • The group striking at 

305 0 -320 0 occurs throughout the region and is also in Tr assic rocks that crop out (figs. 3c and 

3d). Fractures striking between 335 0 -350 0 are most co mon at the eastern part of the study 

area. Fractures also strike northeastward at 030 0 -060 (figs. 3a and 3c). These fractures 

prevail in the northwestern part of the study area and ar not common southeast of Deaf Smith 

County (figs. 1, 3b and 3d). The least common fractur set, oriented at 000 0 -020 0
, is only 

observed in Triassic rocks (fig. 3d). 

Faults, Folds, and Join s 

Fracture orientations at various locations in the Tex s Panhandle and eastern New Mexico 

coincide with trends of faults and folds. At the western margin of the Palo Duro Basin, joint 

trends are similar to the strikes of faults mapped from s rface exposures (fig. 4a). The Bonita 

Fault and the Alamosa Creek Fault strike northeastw at 040 0 -050 0
• The Bonita Fault 

occurs in Quay County, New Mexico, and has been mapp d and described by Lovelace (1972a, 

1972b), Stearns (1972), Berkstresser and Mourant (1966 Dobrovolny and others (1946), and 

Winchester (1933). The Bonita Fault is a normal fa t that trends 040 0 -050 0, dips 60 0 

westward, and has a throw up to 700 feet. It is associate with an antithetic fault zone, so that 

the complete Bonita Fault System consists of a tilted graben block up to 1.5 I miles wide. 

Cretaceous strata are faulted against Triassic Dockum ro ks (Stearns, 1972). Tertiary Ogallala 

sediments appear to be folded at the southwestern part 0 the fault, whereas to the northeast, 
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Ogallala strata appear undisturbed. Shear and extensO n fractures are associated with the 

Bonita Fault Zone (Stearns, 1972). 

In northern Roosevelt County the Alamosa Creek Fault has been mapped by Lovelace 

(1972b). The fault strikes at 055 0
; the dip and throw ave not been determined. The total 

faulted system comprises a graben block with Creta eous strata faulted against Triassic 

Dockum strata, similar to the Bonita Fault System. Tert ary Ogallala sediments are folded and 

probably faulted. 

The Bonita and Alamosa Creek structures are also ecognized in the subsurface (fig. 4b). 

The structure (fig. 4b) exhibited at the base of the Permi n San Andres Formation is below any 

salt dissolution that has occurred in this area. Boreholes drilled to basement are too sparse to 

determine the basement structure. Fractures associated ith these faults may have influenced 

salt dissolution-collapse processes and possibly enhanced ault movement (Gustavson and others, 

1980). 

These faults strike similar to the northeast-southw st oriented regional fractures (fig. 3). 

Also aligned with these northeast trending structures i an unnamed fault located in Potter 

County, Texas, near latitude 35 0 30', longitude 101 0 45' (fi • 5a). This small, normal fault strikes 

at 045 0 and dips 80 0 -90 0 to the southeast. The Permia Alibates Dolomite is offset 30 feet, 

and faulted Permian Quartermaster strata are overla n by undisturbed Tertiary Ogallala 

sediments. 

Fractures also are associated with broad, drape fol s related to dome-like structures of 

the Amarillo Uplift. East of the U.S. Highway 287 bridge crossing the Canadian River in Potter 

County, Texas, Permian, Triassic, and Tertiary strata gen ly dip 0-15 0 south-southwestward off 

of John Ray Dome (figs. 5a and 5b). Triassic strata pear disconformable with overlying 

Tertiary Ogallala sediments. At several localities along t e Canadian River, Ogallala sediments 

show an angular discordance with underlying Permian ro ks; Triassic strata have been eroded 

away before or during Ogallala deposition. Also flanking John Ray Dome is a fault exposed at 
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the surface that displaces Permian against Triassic rocks (Eifler, 1969). The strike of this fault 

is 310°-295°. 

Along the southwestern flank of the John Ray Do e, joints in Permian Quartermaster, 

Triassic Dockum, and Tertiary Ogallala strata have been nalyzed using azimuth versus traverse 

distance plots (AVTD) to detect any variability in the stri e and the occurrence of joints along a 

traverse (Wise and McCrory, 1982). The locations of th ee traverses used for data collection 

are shown in figure 5b. The strike of a representative joint from each set was measured at 

intervals along each traverse. The joints are almost pe endicular to the sandstone beds; thus, 

even in the gently-dipping strata the joints are nearly vertical. Wise and McCrory (1982) 

describe the methods for plotting and contouring data for 

Joints in the Permian strata occur in two sets (fi • 6c and 6f). The predominant set 

strikes between 300 ° -320 0. The A VTD plot (fig. 6c) show this set is well defined. Other joints 

striking between 050°-100° are less common and appear i regularly along the traverse. 

Two joint sets are also in the overlying Triassic san stones (figs. 6b and 6e). Most of the 

joints strike between 300°-320°, and this set is well defin d along the traverse (fig. 6b), similar 

to joints in the Permian rocks. These extension fractu es parallel the drape fold axis and a 

nearby normal fault. Joints striking between 030 ° - 60 0 are less abundant, and occur 

irregularly along the traverse (fig. 6b). The vertical joi ts in these strata are closely spaced. 

Sandstone beds 1 to 2 m thick commonly have 5-8 joints p r meter. 

Shear fractures with average dips of 50 0 are abu dant in the Triassic rocks. Most of 

these fractures strike between 295 0 -315 0 and dip north ast and southwest (fig. 7a). Another 

group of fractures dip southeastward and strike between 0 5 0 -065 0
• 

Orientations of joint sets and small-scale faults in b al, Tertiary Ogallala sandstones and 

conglomerates are different from those in Triassic rocks. Joint sets in the Ogallala rocks strike 

at 020 0 -030 0 and 290 0 -300 0 (figs. 6a and 6d). Both sets e well defined in the A VTD plot (fig. 

6a). Normal faults with displacements less than 0.5 m 0 occur in the Ogallala strata. Two 

categories are based on the strike and dip of the fau ts: (1) faults that strike between 

i, : , ,',' 
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260°-280° and dip nearly vertically and (2) faults that s rike between 280°-300° and dip 50°-

60 ° northeast and southwest (fig. 7b). Beds thicken on t e downthrown blocks of several faults 

that dip 50°-60°. Faults and fractures are usually not c mmon in Ogallala rocks elsewhere in 

the Texas Panhandle. 

At the Triassic-Tertiary contact many of the nort west trending extension fractures in 

the Dockum sandstones are filled with fine-grained clasti material derived from the overlying 

Tertiary Ogallala Formation. Folding of the strata pro ably opened the fractures. Most of 

these clastic dikes are less than 1 cm thick and have a v rtical length less than 2 m; however, 

the largest dike observed was traced vertically 13 m and i 10-15 cm thick. 

The John Ray Dome is one of several regional an iclines associated with the Amarillo 

Uplift (Rogatz, 1939). Early studies by Powers (1922) i entified only a few faults with small 

displacements associated with these domes. He att ibuted these domes to differential 

compaction of strata over basement highs rather than by recurrent motion of fault-bound 

basement blocks. However, basement fault motion shoul not be dismissed as a possible cause 

of the doming (Budnik, 1984). Extensive drilling throu hout the region has identified more 

faults in the subsurface. 

The variations between the fracture patterns in th Triassic and Tertiary rocks (fig. 7) 

suggest stress directions shifted after the deformation of the Triassic strata. The folding and 

fracturing of the Tertiary Ogallala rocks may be due to (1) stresses associated with regional 

deformation coincident with Basin and Range normal f lting to the west (Budnik, 1984) or 

possibly (2) stresses related to regional salt dissolution a d subsidence (Gustavson and others, 

1980). 

Orientations of systematic joints in overlying unde ormed strata of different ages may 

also vary. At the San Jon Hill area along the western aprock Escarpment in Quay County, 

New Mexico, joints in Triassic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous s rata were also studied uSing azimuth 

versus traverse distance plots (AVTD) (figs. 8 and 9). Joints striking west-northwestward 

between 270°-300° are predominant in all the strata. ts that strike between 330°-360° are 
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not common in the area, however they do occur irre larly in all the strata. Triassic and 

Jurassic strata also have northeast (050°-070°) striking j ints. This joint group does not occur 

in overlying Cretaceous rocks, although joints striking b tween 010°-030° are present. In the 

Triassic strata gypsum veins fill only some of the north ast striking joints. Even though it is 

unknown what regional stresses may have affected strat in this area, some joint sets extend 

into overlying strata of different ages whereas other joint sets do not. 

Fracture Identification Log nalysis 

Schlumberger fracture identification logs (FIL) hav been used to determine the orienta-

tion of vertical fractures in Pennsylvanian, Permian, Tria sic, and Tertiary strata of Deaf Smith 

and Swisher Counties in the Texas High Plains where 0 tcrops are sparse. During this study 

Permian evaporite beds in these counties were being evaluated for potential storage of 

radioactive wastes. The various uses and general descr ption of FIL have been discussed by 

Brown (1978) and Beck and others (1977). In general, the geophysical tool consists of four pads 

90 degrees apart, and when a pad crosses a fracture as t e tool moves through the borehole, a 

change in resistivity is recorded. A curve representing c anges in resistivity is recorded on the 

log for each pad. Permeable bedding planes are shown as hin spikes which correlate on all four 

curves, whereas vertical fractures are normally seen 0 only one or two pads. Vein-filled 

fractures or healed-fractures should only show a condu tive anomaly if the vein material is 

more resistive than the surrounding rock. It is also likely that fractures (open or healed) occur 

in the direction of hole elongation at intervals of overbr ak called breakouts (Babcock, 1978). 

Breakouts are recognized by separation of caliper curves n the FIL (fig. 10). 

Accurate orientations of vertical fractures can be ade if the fracture crosses two pads. 

Because the angle of hole deviation can affect accurate measurements, two logging units are 

available. On low-angle units the azimuth (to magneti north) of pad 1 is recorded as the 

azimuth curve (azimuth of reference electrode), whereas or high-angle units the orientation of 

pad 1 is the addition of the azimuth curve (azimuth of ho e deviation) and the relative bearing 

(Schlumberger, 1981). 
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Figure 10 shows a section of the FIL from the Ston & Webster-J. Friemel 1#1 borehole in 

Deaf Smith County (fig. 11). On the right side of the 10 are four columns exhibiting overlain 

curves for pads 1 and 2, 2 and 3, 3 and 4, and 4 and 1 (lef to right). On the left side of the log 

are the hole deviation, relative bearing, and azimuth curv s. A low-angle unit was used for this 

run, so the azimuth curve represents the azimuth of th reference electrode or pad 1. At a 

depth of 6,194-6,196 feet, curves for pad 1 and pad 3 show a change in resistivity that is 

interpreted as a fracture or zone of fractures. The azi uth of pad 1 is approximately 270 ° • 

With a magnetic declination near 10:E, the strike of th fracture crossing pads 1 and 3 is at 

280°. At 6,215 feet a fracture is interpreted crossing p ds 2 and 4. The azimuth of pad 1 is 

190°; thus the strike of the fracture (after correcting for agnetic declination) is at 290°. 

FIL have been used to interpret fracture orient tions in both cored and non-cored 

intervals of the boreholes in Deaf Smith and Swisher Coun ies. Core has been taken at selected 

depths for each test hole. Core observations recognize veins as well as fractures without 

mineral fillings. Fractures without mineral fillings have either a natural origin or have been 

induced by drilling/coring processes. These two styles of ractures have not been segregated in 

this study because the origin is not determinable for all he fractures. It is also possible that 
" 

some mineral fillings may have been overlooked during the procedures of core description. 

Later in this paper the types of veins recognized in the cor are discussed in detail. 

FIL data from three boreholes in northeast Deaf S ith County (fig. 11) are plotted as 

frequency distributions (fig. 12). Data are sparse for Pe nsylvanian strata; however, most of 

the fractures strike at 300°-315° and 030°-040° (fig. 12a) Two groups of fractures are also in 

Permian strata; they strike at 030°-065° and 260°-315° (ig. 12b). Several sets probably occur 

within these fracture groups. A set at 270°-290° is mos common in Wolfcamp strata at the 

Stone & Webster-J. Friemel 1#1 borehole, whereas fract res in Permian strata at the other 

boreholes predominantly trend both west-northwestw d (260°-315°) and northeastward 

(030 ° -065 0). Orientations of fractures that occur in th cored intervals of Permian strata 

strike at 280°-315 ° and 025 °-040° (figs. 12c and 13a). T e strikes of veins and fractures with 
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no mineral filling are almost the same (figs. 13b nd 13c). In general, fractures in 

Pennsylvanian and Permian strata have similar Few fracture orientations were 

measured in Triassic and Tertiary strata (figs. l3d and 13e). Fracture orientations in Triassic 

and Tertiary strata are the same, however they differ slightly from the trends in the older 

strata (fig. 12). Data are too sparse to determine any si ificance from this observation. 

In Swisher County data are from the Stone &: ebster - Harman # land Zeeck # 1 

boreholes. Fractures in Pennsylvanian strata at the Z well, strike 290 ° -310 ° west-

northwest (fig. 14a). The predominant fracture set in t e Permian strata has the same trend 

(fig. 14b). This set (290°-310°) occurs at both boreh Ie localities; however, the Stone &: 

Webster-Harman #1 borehole also has a fracture set tha strikes at 020°-035°. Fractures (all 

veins) in the cored Permian intervals strike at 290°-300° and 020°-030° (fig. 14c). Most of the 

joints measured at nearby outcrops of Triassic strata oc ur in two sets. They strike at 280 0-

290° and 300°-320° (fig. l4d). 

This study indicates that fractures in Pennsylvania and Permian strata within the Palo 

Duro Basin have similar fracture trends. Fractures in Tri ssic and Tertiary strata do not appear 

to strike the same as fractures in the older strata; howev r, data are sparse. Permian strata in 

both counties have a predominant fracture group striking west-northwest at 260°-315°; several 

sets probably occur within this group. Northeast (030°- 65°) trending fractures appear to be 

more common in Deaf Smith County than Swisher ounty. The fracture orientations 

interpreted from FIL correspond with the regional frac ure patterns recognized in the area 

(fig. 3). 

FIELD INVESTIGATIONS OF JOINTS A 0 JOINT SPACING 

Triassic strata were conducted at 
I 

Field studies on systematic joints in 

Caprock Canyons and Palo Duro Canyon in Briscoe and Randall Counties, 

respectively. They indicate that: (1) spaced joints are common, (2) joint 
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spacing varies with bed thickness, and (3) joint sets ma occur either constantly, randomly or 

display systematic variations in strike. Joints and joint pacing also may significantly influence 

dissolution processes. 

Joint Zones 

Zones of closely-spaced joints (joint zones) exist th oughout Permian and Triassic strata in 

both Cap Rock Canyons and Palo Duro Canyon state par s. Figure 15 shows a joint zone drawn 

from a photograph-mosaic. The zones studied range in idth from 10 to 40 m and may extend 

laterally for distances of up to 0.75 km or possibly farth r. The actual spacing of joints within 

these zones cannot be accurately measured from phot graph-mosaics because not all of the 

joints are visible. Joint zones in the areas studied e tend vertically through Permian and 

Triassic beds, but there is no evidence that the zones cut the Tertiary Ogallala Formation. This 

may be partially a result of poor exposures and the coars ness and composition of the unit. The 

Ogallala Formation is composed of sand, silt, clay, grave, and caliche, and is cemented locally 

with calcite and silica. 

Joint Spacing and Bed Thi kness 

Bed thickness affects the spacing of the joints wit in and beyond zones of closely spaced 

joints. At the two state parks, the number of systemat c joints across two meter lines (joint 

density) were measured for sandstone and siltstone bed of different thicknesses. The joint 

density data are numerically weighted and the joint den ity mean values are plotted with the 

log of the bed thickness in figure 16. Data within zone of closely spaced joints (joint zones) 

are plotted separately. 

The two curves comprised of data from Caprock anyons and Palo Duro Canyon show 

joint density values drop from 20 and 12 joints per 2 m t 5 joints per 2 m when bed thickness 

increases from 0.06 m to 0.5 m. For a bed thickness of 1.0 m the mean joint density is 3 to 

4 joints per 2 m, and as bed thickness nears 3.0 m the ean joint density is 3 joints per 2 m. 

~'r r':"-~· 11 
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The joint density vs. bed thickness curve for data of join zones (fig. 16) has a similar shape as 

the curves for Caprock Canyons and Palo Duro Canyo data, although greater joint density 

values are expressed. In joint zones, mean joint density alues are 10 to 9 for beds 0.5 m to 3.0 

m thick. The curve shows joint densities increase subs antially for bed thickness values less 

than 0.3 m. 

Variability of Joint Orient tions 

Orientations of gypsum-filled vertical joints were studied at Palo Duro Canyon State 

Park. AVTD techniques (Wise and McCrory, 1982) that ere discussed previously in this paper 

were used for this study. Strikes of vertical gypsum v ins in Permian strata were measured 

along three traverses at the canyon (fig. 17). The st ikes of the mineral-filled joints are 

displayed by A VTD plots and rose diagrams in figure 1. The gypsum fill in the joints was 

probably derived from evaporite dissolution (Goldstein and Collins, 1984); thus these joints 

predate slump features associated with more recent unl ading processes and canyon develop-

mente 

Veins striking east-west (070°-100°) are common hroughout the area. These mineral

filled joints are well defined in the A VTD plots (fig. 1 ) although they do not represent the 

most common joint trend in the area. Most of the ineral-filled joints strike northwest-

southeast, similar to the overall canyon orientation. The AVTD plot for traverse 1 shows most 

of the joints striking north-northwest at 340°-360°. This joint trend is common in the plot for 

traverse 2, however southward along this traverse, the st ikes of the north-northwest trending 

joints drift from 340 ° -360 ° to 320 ° -340 0. Along the sout ern segment of traverse 2 joints with 

north-northwest (320°-340°) strikes are absent, but joint that strike 300°-320° are common. 

Joints striking 300 ° -320 ° are also most abundant along t averse 3. 
( 

The AVTD plots show that where joints oriented be ween 320 ° -360 ° are most abundant, 

joints striking 300°-320° occur irregularly; conversely, were most joints strike 300°-320° the 
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north-northwest (320 ° -360°) and northeast-southwest s iking joints are not abundant. Joints 

that strike east-west (070°-100°) are common throughou the area. 
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Dissolution and Joint De sity 

Geologic investigations show that dissolution of Permian rocks has occurred and is 

occurring in the Texas Panhandle and eastern New M xico (Bachman, 1980; Gustavson and 

others, 1980; Gustavson and others, 1982; Simpkins and ot ers, 1981). Local dissolution near the 

surface in the vadose zone develops sinkholes and caves. Regional dissolution in the vadose or 

phreatic zone develops caves and solution breccias. Dee -seated dissolution can be generated 

in the phreatic zone, forming deeper caverns. These typ s of dissolution in gypsum, anhydrite, 

and halite are dependent on fractures that allow move ent of fresh water to soluble rocks 

(Bachman, 1980). 

Evidence derived from several outcrops at Palo uro Canyon State Park, Randall and 

Armstrong Counties, and Caprock Canyons State Park, B 'scoe County, suggests that joints and 

joint density are important to dissolution and erosion proc sses. Erosion by running water forms 

caves in sandstone where greater-than-average joint dens ties occur. The cave shown in figure 

19 has formed where the joint density is 10 joints per 2 eters. Away from the cave entrance 

the joint density is 4 joints per 2 meters. Figure 20 sows where fractures in gypsum are 

enlarged, and hollows or small caves commonly have devel ped due to dissolution along joints. 

Dissolution cavities along fractures in gypsum beds ere studied to determine the effects 

of joint density on dissolution processes. Figure 21 com ares joint density values with cavity 

percentages across 2 m lines, and indicates cavity spac increases with greater joint density 

values. A linear relationship is expressed in figure 21 a d the correlation coefficient of 0.97 

indicates a good relationship among the data. These data indicate that close spacing of 

fractures may create a greater potential for dissolution by fluids. 
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FRACTURES AND VEINS I CORE 

Permian strata of the Texas Panhandle are cut by gypsum, halite, anhydrite, and calcite 

veins, as well as fractures with no mineral filling. Fract res without mineral fillings are either 

natural or induced by the drilling/coring procedures. t is also possible that some mineral 

fillings may have been "washed-out" during core retriev and preparation, or that the fillings 

may have been overlooked during description of the c Halite veins are common in the 

halite-bearing strata of the San Andres, Glorieta, upper lear Fork, Tubb, lower Clear Fork and 

Red Cave Formations (fig. 2). Overlying the salt-bearin units are strata that exhibit evidence 

of halite dissolution. These strata include the Dewey La e, Alibates, Salado-Tans ill, Yates and 

Seven Rivers Formations (fig. 2). Gypsum veins are ab In Wichita and 

Wolfcamp strata that underlie the halite-bearing for ations calcite- and anhydrite-filled 

fractures are present. Fractures without mineral fillings Iso occur in these strata. 

Occurrence of Fractures an Veins 

The abundance of fractures (including veins) in Per ian strata has been analyzed in core 

from boreholes drilled in Oldham, Deaf Smith, and Swish Counties (fig. 11). The cored strata 

range from Wolfcamp Group to the Alibates Formation. nits are grouped into three categories 

based on lithology and stratigraphic sequence (Hovorka, personal communication, 1983). The 

categories are (1) strata below salt units (Wolfcamp roup), (2) salt zone units, and (3) 

dissolution zone units. The boundary between the dissolu ion zone units and the salt zone units 

is not the same at each borehole. 

The number of one-foot intervals that contain fra tures (veins and non-filled fractures) 

are recorded for all of the cored intervals. Fractures th t have been interpreted as the result 

of drilling/coring procedures have not been recorded. Ho ever, the origin for man~ of the non

filled fractures recognized in the core is unknown and s me may be due to the drilling/coring 

operations. Guidelines to recognize natural and drilling i duced fractures have been described 
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by Kulander and others (1979) and Sangree (1969). The ercentage of fractured core for each 

unit is determined by dividing the number of one-foot co intervals containing fractures by the 

total core footage and then multiplying by one hundred. 

Figure 22 compares the boreholes and the percent ge of fractures and veins in the core 

for the units (1) below the salt zone, (2) within the salt zo e, and (3) within the dissolution zone. 

The dissolution zone units are more fractured than salt z ne units. The salt zone unit category 

contains the lowest percentages of fractured core, pro ably because the fractures or veins 

almost always occur in thin mudstone, siltstone, and a ydrite interbeds. Veins within the 

thicker salt sequences are rare. The DOE-Stone &: Web ter #1 Mansfield borehole in Oldham 

County has the greatest percentage of fractured core fo the Wolfcamp category. This might 

be expected, because this borehole is located within the ravo Dome-Amarillo Uplift area. The 

uplift area borders the Palo Duro Basin on the north and is believed to have been more 

tectonically active than the basin during and after Permi n time. The frequency of fractures in 

Wolfcamp core decreases away from the Bravo Dome-A arillo Uplift. The fracture and vein 

percentages in core within the salt zone units are similar or all boreholes in the three counties. 

The fractures are commonly filled with gypsum, halite, anhydrite, or calcite, and 

stratigraphic intervals are characterized by distinct vein ompositions. Vein fillings within the 

salt dissolution zone strata are predominantly fibrous gyp 

Veins within the salt zone units are characterized b fibrous halite, commonly 0.5-1.0 cm 

wide. The veins usually occur within mudstone, siltstone, and anhydrite beds. Halite fills more 

than 80 percent of the fractures in the salt zone strata (fi • 24). 

In the strata beneath the salt zone units, the fractu s are commonly filled with anhydrite 

and calcite or have no vein fillings (fig. 25). Halite vei also occur within upper Red Cave 

strata in the Oldham County, DOE-Stone &: Webster #1 ansfield borehole. The veins in the 

units beneath the salt-bearing strata are usually less than .0 cm wide. 
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Gypsum Veins 

Gypsum veins in the Palo Duro Basin are associa ed with units exhibiting evidence of 

halite dissolution and have been extensively studied in f eld exposures by Goldstein (1982) and 

Goldstein and Collins (1984). Veins in vertical, horizon al and inclined orientations are filled 

with antitaxial fibrous gypsum (Ramsay and Huber, 1983 and commonly have a medial suture 

line. The same general relationship is recognized for gyp um veins present in the core (fig. 26). 

Veins in core were studied in the DOE-Stone and Webst r #1 Rex White, #1 Mansfield, #1 J. 

Friemel, #1 Harman, #1 G. Friemel, and #1 Woods-HoI zclaw wells. Thin sections of veins 

were studied in the DOE-Stone & Webster #1 Rex White a d #1 Mansfield boreholes. 

Horizontal and obliquely oriented veins are most ommonly observed in the core. The 

veins occur primarily in the clastic Alibates, Salado-Ta sill, Yates, and Seven Rivers Forma-

tions. Vein thickness ranges from 1 mm to 5 cm. The eins consist of fibers about 1 mm in 

diameter oriented perpendicular to the walls in most case. There mayor may not be a medial 

suture present in the central portion of the vein. Whe present, the medial suture may be 

marked by fragments of siliciclastic wall material or i terlocking gypsum crystals. In thin 

section, the suture is marked by a linear zone of more fin ly crystalline gypsum (fig. 27). Some 

of the thicker veins have sigmoidal-shaped fibers across t e width of the vein indicating simple 

shear during the filling stages. 

Oblique veins tend to be linear and have straight sharp wall contacts. Horizontally 

oriented veins display straight, linear contacts and conta ts of a more irregular nature. Veins 

which have irregular wall contacts tend to be thinner (les than 1 cm) and less continuous than 

the straight-walled veins. These veins have an anastomosi g appearance with protruding fingers 

(fig. 28). The host for the more irregularly shaped eins is most commonly intraclastic 

mudstone or siltstone with gypsum, dolomite, and anhydrit rimming the clasts. This fabric has 

been interpreted as a dissolution residue (Hovorka, in pres). Uniform and continuous, straight-

walled veins are present in ripple-laminated and contorted red/brown siltstone and 

mudstone. 
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In the dolostone and gypsum/anhydrite of the Alib es Formation, veins are present along 

stylolite surfaces. Vein walls are irregular on a small sc e, and there is a dark-colored residue 

along the walls. The gypsum veins also transect stylolite • 

Irregularly-shaped veins fill nonsystematic fracture. Veins with straight-walled contacts 

fill systematic joints and bedding planes. There is a cl se association of dissolution textures 

and the occurrence of gypsum veins in the cored strata. ypsum veins with extension fibers are 

believed to result from the dissolution of evaporites and collapse of the overlying strata 

(Goldstein and Collins, 1984). 

Halite Veins 

Fibrous halite veins in the San Andres, Glorieta, pper Clear Fork, Tubb, lower Clear 

Fork, and Red Cave strata (halite-bearing interval) were tudied in core from the DOE-Stone & 

Webster #1 Mansfield, #1 Harman, #1 J. Friemel and he DOE-Gruy Federal #1 Rex White 

boreholes. Veins are present in normal marine mudsto e and carbonate units, base-of-cycle 

mudstones, terrestrial siliciclastics, and mUdstone an siltstone interbeds of bedded and 

recrystallized halite units. Halite veins are not obse ed in the anhydrite units; they are 

observed in anhydrite nodule-rich carbonate units but pi ch out upwards as anhydrite density 

increases. In carbonate units overlain by anhydrite, vei pinch out below or abut against the 

anhydrite bed. 

Most halite veins are deep red-orange in color. emical analyses to identify pigments 

have not been completed, but in similar occurrences in evonian Salt near Elk Point, Alberta 

(Wardlaw and Watson, 1966) and the Hutchinson Salt, Kan as (Dellwig, 1968), the color is due to 

ferric iron. Microprobe analysis has failed to reveal poly alite which indicates that the color is 

not due to its presence. Colorless and color-zoned fibrous veins also exist. 

Halite in all veins has a fibrous texture. Narrow veins are composed of single fibers 

(1 mm in diameter) across the width of the vein oriente perpendicular to the walls (fig. 29). 

Veins wider than 2 cm commonly show multiple sigmoidal shaped fibers across the width of the 

vein (fig. 30). 
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Most fractures are straight walled and vertically riented. They are elliptical in shape 

and pinch out at both ends resembling tension gashes (fi • 31). Most veins are less than 1 cm 

wide. In the upper and lower Clear Fork and Tubb Form tions of the # 1 Mansfield well, some 

veins are at least as wide as the core (10 cm) and more t n one meter long. Where veins occur 

in thin mudstone and siltstone interbeds in halite, the ength of the veins is limited by the 

thickness of the interbed. Vein length is variable in the b sal mudstones and carbonates. 

The interpretation of the timing of fractures is difficult; evidence supports both a 

synsedimentary and a postcompactional origin. Halite-fi ling fractures between salt polygons 

formed by synaeresis or desiccation in the sedimentary nvironment are widely recognized in 

modern and ancient evaporites (Hunt and others, 1966; D llwig, 1968; Tucker, 1981; Handford, 

1982). In the Palo Duro Basin, a subpolygonal pattern is r cognized on bedding planes for a few 

cases of small, intersecting veins in thin mudstone inte beds in halite units. Desiccation or 

thermal contraction in a subaerial flat environment is a p ssible origin for these veins. 

Examples of crosscutting relationships show that any veins postdate compaction and 

cementation. A halite vein in carbonate grainstone f the upper San Andres Formation, 

#1 Mansfield well, cuts across ooids, fracturing individual grains as opposed to breaking around 

the ooids (fig. 32) suggesting that fracturing occurred fo owing lithification. Veins present in 

microstylolitized carbonate of the upper Clear Fork F rmation, # 1 Mansfield well, indicate 

fracturing following compaction and show no disturbance f laminae at vein walls (fig. 33). The 

presence of veins in normal marine carbonates and bas of cycle mudstones indicate brines 

penetrated buried sediments. A lack of ptygmatic featu es that have been described as being 

associated with precompactional structures in other ar as (Van Houten, 1964; Spencer and 

Spencer, 1972) is further evidence of a postcompactional rigin. Additionally, the veins parallel 

the trends of regional fracture patterns, suggesting that he development of the fractures was 

influenced by regional stresses (figs. 1 and 2). 

Geochemical and diagenetic evidence supports a early origin for fractures. Some 

anhydrite nodules in both mudstone and carbonate forme before fracturing and are fractured 
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flush with the vein walls. In other cases, anhydrite odules protrude into the vein or are 

completely healed across the vein (fig. 33) indicating that anhydrite as well as halite was 

available in the geochemical environment during vei formation. Much of the anhydrite 

diagenesis is thought to have been active during the e rly diagenetic history as indicated by 

extensive anhydrite replacement of gypsum and pseudom rphic textures (Hovorka, 1983). 

Silica and multi-faceted dolomite are other diage etic phases associated with the halite 

veins. Dolomite and silica are present in minor amounts along fiber crystal boundaries. Silica 

and dolomite are also observed as the common diagenet c phase in halite in mud elsewhere in 

the evaporite section (Hovorka, 1983). This suggests tha the veins do not represent a separate 

(later or earlier) diagenetic event. 

Geochemical analyses of bromide concentrations were done to determine differences 

between vein salt and other forms of halite, such as bed ed and recrystallized salt. In an open 

system, the bromide concentration in halite at successive stages of crystallization changes as a 

result of partitioning. The first halite to crystallize f om seawater commonly has bromide 

concentrations on the order of 75 ppm. Lower bromide concentrations have been considered 

evidence for dissolution and secondary deposition of hali e, and higher bromide concentrations 

suggests greater levels of salinity at the time of cry allization (Holser and others, 1972; 

Holdoway, 1978). Figure 34a illustrates the distribution f bromide values for the upper Clear 

Fork, Tubb, and lower Clear Fork veins and other salt. T e values for the veins fall within the 

distribution for other salt; though they are skewed, the alues are not significantly different. 

The similarity in bromide values for vein halite in both the bedded and recrystallized halite 

units suggests that the veins were derived from the sam or similar brines that deposited the 

bedded and recrystallized halite. A substantial differenc in bromide values would represent a 

separate brine resulting from more advanced evaporation r later dissolution (Holser and others, 

1972). Similar relationships are noted for veins and ot er salt in the upper and lower San 

Andres formations (figs. 34b and c). 
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Several characteristics indicate that the major vei s present in the extensive siliciclastic 
I 

units of the Clear Fork and Tubb Formations, base of th cycle mudstones, and normal marine 

carbonates are not desiccation or dissolution features. T e following observations argue against 

a desiccation origin: 1) the fibrous texture suggests hat the fractures opened under the 

influence of a stress field; 2) the veins do not exclusivel "V" downwards; they are eliptical in 

shape; 3) the fracture filling is not zoned and cont ins no silt or mud infilling. The 

predominance of vertical orientations and lack of inclin d and horizontal halite vein orienta-

tions does not support a dissolution origin. Furthermore, here is limited evidence of late stage 

regional dissolution in the underlying units. 

The factors thought to be important in interpreting the history of the halite veins are as 

follows. Small veins present in mUdstone and siltstone interbedded with bedded halite units 

exhibiting a subpolygonal pattern on bedding planes m y have a desiccation or synaeresis 

related origin. Major veins present elsewhere in the sec ion (base of cycle mudstones, normal 

marine carbonates, extensive siliciclastic units) exhibit a postcompactional origin as indicated 

by the above described crosscutting relationships. The si ilarity in diagenetic numerals in the 

veins to halite elsewhere in the section suggest that he veins do not represent a unique 

diagenetic event in themselves. The similarity in bromid values between the veins and other 

halite supports crystallization from similar brines. The onsistency of orientation parallel to 

regional structural trends suggests that fracture opening was influenced by the regional stress 

system. Halite veins in the Palo Duro Basin are not a unique occurrence; the presence of 

similar veins in other basins (Devonian of Alberta, Hut hinson Salt of Kansas) suggests that 

similar factors may have been operative in the devel pment of halite veins in evaporite 

environments elsewhere. 

The timing of halite vein emplacement in the evapo ite section of the Palo Duro Basin is 
I 

thought to be postcompactional, but early enough to b associated with shallow diagenetic 

phenomena. Emplacement most likely occurred in an en ironment removed from the surface 

but which continued to be influenced by the overlying regi e of evaporite deposition. 
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Anhydrite and Calcite 

Few veins are observed in the Wichita and Wolfc mp strata underlying the salt-bearing 

units of the Palo Duro Basin. Veins are most commonly observed in the DOE-Stone &: Webster 

#1 Mansfield well which flanks the Bravo Dome-Amarill Uplift. Veins of calcite or anhydrite 

are sporadically distributed and are com monly 1 to 3 cm in length. They are usually less than 3 

mm wide. These veins are composed of crystalline mos ic calcite and anhydrite. Some veins 

appear to be associated with anhydrite nodules and zon of differential cementation. Others 

transect well cemented wackestone and packstone. The rigin of these veins is unknown. 

SUMMARY 

Fractures in Pennsylvanian and Permian strata of t e Palo Duro Basin area were probably 

formed by stressed systems associated with the develop ent of the basin and the surrounding 

areas of uplift. On an outcrop scale, strikes of joints in ertiary Ogallala strata exposed along 

the Canadian River Valley in Potter County differ from j int orientations of underlying Triassic 

and Permian rocks suggesting a different stress field aff cted the Tertiary strata. Regionally, 

fractures have both similar and differing orientations in ermian and Triassic strata. Fractures 

in Tertiary Ogallala strata are not common regionally. 

Fractures are associated with folds and faults that occur along the margins of the Palo 

Duro Basin and joints also occur in undeformed strata ithin the basin. Joints in relatively 

undeformed sediments probably were formed by stre s systems that were active during 

accumulation, compaction, and downwarping of the sed ments, and subsequent uplift of the 

sedimentary series. In Permian and Triassic rocks that rop out in the area, east-west (275 0-

295°) and northwest-southeast (303°-320°) oriented frac ures are common. Northeast (030°-

060°) striking fractures are most abundant in the wester part of the study area. In situ stress 
I 

measurements determined from hydraulic fracturing of P mian strata in the Stone and Webster 

IH Holtzclaw well indicate that regional principal com is northeast-southwest 
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(Gustavson and Budnik, 1985). Unfilled fractures that are parallel to the in situ principal 

compressive stress are the most likely to serve as fluid c nduits. 

Zones of closely-spaced fractures were recognize in Permian and Triassic strata that 

crop out along the eastern Caprock Escarpment. Thes zones are 10 to 40 meters wide and 

locally extend laterally for at least 0.75 km. The densi y of joints in these zones is about 10 

joints per 2 m for beds 0.5 to 3.0 m thick. Away from th joint zones joint densities are 5 joints 

per 2 m for beds 0.5 m thick. The spacing of joints has the potential to influence dissolution 

processes. Where joint density is greater, dissolution is p tentially more extensive. 

Gypsum, halite, and calcite veins are common in c re of Palo Duro Basin Permian rocks. 

The dissolution units, the halite-bearing units, and the st ata below the halite-bearing units are 

each characterized by a unique suite of veins and fractu es. Fibrous gypsum veins are present 

in the units having undergone dissolution. Veins of whi e gypsum are on the average of 1 to 

1.5 cm wide and characterized by a medial suture lin. Oblique, horizontal, and vertical 

orientations are common. The veins developed in respon e to late-stage regional dissolution of 

underlying evaporite units. 

Red, fibrous halite veins are common in silicicl stic, carbonate, and base of cycle 

mudstone units of the salt-bearing formations. The vein are primarily vertically oriented and 

eliptical in shape. Vein width averages about 1 cm but r nges to as wide as 10 cm, vein length 

is also variable and veins as long as 1 m have been re ognized. There is evidence for syn-

sedimentary and postcompactional origins. Cross-cutti g relationships, diagenetic and geo-

chemical evidence support development in an environme t removed from the surface but still 

influenced by an overlying regime of evaporite deposition, possibly early burial. The parallelism 

of vein orientation to regional structural tends suggests hat halite veins developed under the 

influence of the regional state of stress. 
I 

Calcite and anhydrite veins present in the Wichita nd Wolfcamp strata are sporadically 

distributed. Unfilled fractures are also observed in these trata. The origin of these features is 

not well-understood. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Structural setting of the Palo Duro Basin are showing the location of (1) stations for 

the regional joint and Fracture Identification Log (FIL) racture measurements and (2) areas for 

detailed field studies. 

Figure 2. Stratigraphic column and general lithology of the Palo Duro and Dalhart Basins. 

After Hanford and Dutton (1980). Alibates, upper Clear Fork, Tubb, lower Clear Fork, and Red 

Cave have been informally designated as formations. 

Figure 3. Fracture maps of the Texas Panhandle eastern New Mexico region showing 

(a) mean fracture strikes for Permian strata, (b) mean racture strikes that are significant at 

9596 confidence for Permian strata, (c) mean fracture trikes for Triassic strata and (d) mean 

fracture strikes that are significant at 9596 confidence Stations for fracture measurements 

and structural setting are shown in figure 1. n = the nu ber of measurements in each quadrant. 

Figure 4. (a) Strikes of faults and joints at the west rn margin of the Palo Duro Basin in 

eastern New Mexico. Rose diagram data are plotte as percentages of total number of 

measurements (n) for 10 0 intervals. (b) Structure con our map on base of the Permian San 

Andres Formation in Quay, Curry, and Roosevelt Countie , eastern New Mexico. 

Figure 5. (a) Location of study area at flank of John ay Dome. (b) Location of traverses in 

Permian strata (P), Triassic strata (Tr), and Tertiary stra a (T). 

Figure 6. Azimuth-versus-traverse-distance plots are in (a) Tertiary, (b) Triassic, 

(c) Permian strata. N = number of measurements, S number of stations, STA = selected 

station number, and D = average distance between the s ations. Contours are in concentration 

of data within 10 0 intervals across every 20 of azimuth ( ise and McCrory, 1982). Correspond-

ing rose diagram plots are of joints in (d) Tertiary, (e) Tri sic, and (f) Permian strata. Data are 

plotted as percentages of total number of measurements ( ) for 10 0 intervals. 

Figure 7. Lower hemisphere equal area net plots for pies to (a) shear fractures in Triassic 

sandstone and (b) normal faults in Tertiary sandstone and conglomerate. Contours are in 

percent per one percent area. 

• 7' "q' ... 
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Figure 8. Location of traverses in Triassic (Tr), Jurassi (Jr), and Cretaceous (K) strata at the 

San Jon Hill locality, Quay County, New Mexico. 

figure 9. 

plots for the traverses are shown in 

Figure 9. Azimuth-versus-traverse-distance plots are or joints in (a) Triassic, (b) Jurassic, 

(c) Cretaceous strata. N = number of measurements, S = number of stations, STA = selected 

station number, and 0 = average distance between the s ations. Contours are in concentration 

of data within 10 0 intervals across every 2 0 of azimuth ( ise and McCrory, 1982). Correspond

ing rose diagram plots are of joints in (d) Triassic, (e) Ju assic, and (f) Cretaceous strata. Data 

are plotted as percentages of total number of measureme ts (N) for 10 0 intervals. 

Figure 10. Fracture identification log (FIL) in Permian olfcamp strata for Stone &: Webster

J. Friemel # 1 borehole. 

Figure 11. Location of boreholes used for fracture studie in the Palo Duro Basin area. 

Figure 12. Frequency distributions of FIL fracture 0 "entations for Deaf Smith County in 

(a) Pennsylvanian strata, (b) Permian strata, (c) cored in ervals of Permian strata, (d) Triassic 

strata, and (e) Tertiary strata. Data for figure 12a are f m the Stone &: Webster-J. Friemel #1 

borehole, whereas for figures 12b, 12c, 12d, and 12e th data are from the Stone &: Webster-

J. Friemel #1, G. Friemel #1, and Detten #1 borehole. Data have been smoothed by 10! 

running average every 2 0 of azimuth (Wise and McCrory, 1982, p. 893). 

Figure 13. Histograms showing fracture orientations (a) cored intervals of Permian strata in 

Deaf Smith County, (b) of vein-filled fractures, and (c) 0 fractures with no vein fillings. Data 

have been smoothed by tOO running average every 20 f azimuth (Wise and McCrory, 1982, 

p. 893). 

Figure 14. Frequency distributions of FIL fracture or entations for Swisher County in (a) 

Pennsylvanian strata, (b) Permian strata, (c) cored interv s of Permian strata, and (d) Triassic 

strata. Data for figure 14a are from the Stone &: We ster-Zeeck #1 borehole, (whereas for 

figures 14b and 14c the data are from the Stone &: Webst r-Zeeck #1 and Harman #1 boreholes. 

2. 
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Figure 14d data are joint measurements from outcrop. All data have been smoothed by 10! 

running average every 2 0 of azimuth (Wise and McCrory, 1982, p. 893). 

Figure 15. Cross-section view of a joint zone extending through Permian and Triassic rocks at 

Caprock Canyons State Park in Briscoe County. Overlyi g Tertiary Ogallala sediments are also 

fractured, although it is uncertain if the Ogallala fractu es are actually systematic joints that 

are part of the joint zone. 

Figure 16. Graph showing weighted joint density versu log of bed thickness for data from 

Caprock Canyons State Park, Palo Duro Canyon State P , and joint zones at both parks. Joint 

densities were double weighted to smooth the raw data (J ckson, personal instruction, 1983). 

The fIrst weighting is based on binomial coefficients on t e 3rd (a + b2) and 5th (a + b4) rows of 

Pascal's triangle. The second weighting is based on the n mber of readings (Ni) in the particular 

interval. The expression used for smoothing the data is as follows: 

double weighted __-
• 1 . Xm + 

N 
E 

i = 1 mean JO nt density 

N 

Xm = arithmetic mean of middle interval 

Xi = arithmetic mean of neighboring intervals 

Ym = binomial coefficient of middle interval 

YI = binomial coefficient of neighboring intervals 

nm = number of readings in middle interval 

nl = number of readings in neighboring intervals 

N = number of intervals combined (3 or 5) 

Five intervals were used for smoothing the data except t the ends of the curve where three 

intervals were used. The coefficients for five intervals e 14641 (5th row, Pascal's triangle). 

Coefficients for three intervals are 121 (3rd row, Pascal's iangle). 
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Figure 17. Location of traverses in Permian strata at alo Duro Canyon State Park. AVTD 

plots for the traverses are shown in figure 19. 

Figure 18. Azimuth-versus-traverse-distance plots are f joints in Permian strata at Palo Duro 

Canyon State Park, Randall County, Texas. er of measurements, S = number of 

stations, STA = station number, and D = average distance between the stations. Contours are in 

concentration of data within 10° intervals across eve 2° of azimuth (Wise and McCrory, 

1982). Corresponding rose diagram plots are of joints easured at each traverse. Data are 

plotted as percentages of total number of measurements ( ) for 10 ° intervals. 

Figure 19. Photograph showing a cave that has formed here the joint density is higher than 

the surrounding areas. The cave is located at Palo Dur Canyon State Park, Randall County. 

The width of the cave is 3.5 m. 

Figure 20. Photograph showing dissolution along fracture in Permian gypsum bed at Palo Duro 

Canyon State Park, Randall County. The scale is in 1/4 m increments. 

Figure 21. Graph comparing joint density and the percen of cavity lengths to the total length 

measured (2 m). Joint density was measured across 2 m. The horizontal lengths across cavities 

were measured for several 2 m lines and the mean sum 0 horizontal cavity lengths was divided 

by 2 m (total length) to determine the cavity percentages. 

Figure 22. Percentage of fractured Permian core from oreholes in Oldham, Deaf Smith, and 

Randall Counties, Texas. Abbreviations of Permian for at ions are as follows: A - Alibates; 

SIT - Salado-Tans ill; Y - Yates; SR - Seven Rivers; QG - ueen Grayburg; SA - San Andres; G -

Glorieta; uCF - upper Clear Fork; T - Tubb; ICF - lower C ear Fork. 

Figure 23. Composition of veins in core of Permian strata from salt dissolution zone. 

Figure 24. Composition of veins in core of Permian salt-b aring strata. 

Figure 25. Composition of veins in core of the Red Cave Formation and Wichita and Wolfcamp 

Groups. These units are stratigraphically below the Permi n salt-bearing units. 
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Figure 26. Gypsum-filled fractures. Fibers are ted perpendicular to fracture walls. 

Oblique veins cross-cut near horizontal ones. Scale in c ntimeters. Salado-Tans ill Formation; 

DOE-Gruy Federal # 1 Rex White. 

Figure 27. Photomicrograph of medial suture zone of fi rous gypsum vein. Suture marked by 

finely crystalline gypsum. Width of photomicrograph i 4.1 mm. Salado-Tans ill Formation; 

DOE-Gruy Federal # 1 Rex White. 

Figure 28. Anastamosing style veins in dissolution fa ric host containing gypsum nodules. 

Salado-Tans ill Formation; DOE-Gruy Federal #1 Rex Whi e. 

Figure 29. Photograph of core from DOE-Stone &: Web ter #1 Mansfield, depth 1374', Upper 

San Andres Formation. Red fibrous halite vein in ins luble residue at base of depositional 

cycle; fibers are oriented perpendicular to fracture walls Width of core is 10 cm. 

Figure 30. Photograph of core from DOE-Stone &: Web ter #1 Mansfield, depth 2930', Upper 

Clear Fork Formation. Red fibrous vein with sigmoi al-shaped fibers. Vein cuts through 

tnicrostylolitized carbonate unit; there is no apparent di tortion or disturbance of the laminae 

at the vein wall contact. Width of core is 10 cm. 

Figure 31. Photograph of core from DOE-Stone &: Web ter #1 Mansfield, depth 1993', Lower 

San Andres Formation. Common shape of fibrous halite v ins pinching out at both ends. 

Figure 32. Photograph of core from DOE-Stone &: Webst r #1 Mansfield, depth 1373.6', Upper 

San Andres Formation. Photomicrograph of fractured 00 ds at halite vein wall contact. Plane 

light, width is 3.25 mm. 

Figure 33. Photograph of core from DOE-Stone &: Webst r #1 Mansfield, depth 1375.7', Upper 

San Andres Formation. Photomicrograph of anhydrite nodule annealed across halite vein. 

Crossed nicols, width is 3.25 mm. 

Figure 34. Bromide concentrations in bedded and r crystallized halite and vein halite. 

A) distribution of bromide concentrations in the upper lear Fork, Tubb, lower! Clear Fork 

Formations; values for undifferentiated salt are from H ndford (1981) corrected for percent 

soluble material; B) distribution of bromide concentration in the Lower San Andres Formation; 
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C) distribution of bromide concentrations in the Upper San Andres Formation. All plots show 

similar relationship of vein bromide concentrations withi the range of those for "other" salt. 
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